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Cnc kink forum
I'm curious about what people here want! I know zoo will be very popular lol, but whatever others porn type you want fursuit stupid/sub and feet I love Fursuit cumshots are pretty good. You don't see the man there. I generally like cumshots, but I don't want much more than the dick in the view. The human body is not attractive. Other than
that sound is kind of interesting, but on human dicks only. Too many to mention, especially when real-world-impossible/disgusting things are included. Guess that's what you get after 30 years of porn and jacking off being your only sexual activity. Latex clothing, toys, g spot play, syringes, etc.... list goes on Amateur, Consensual inzest
(nothing related to minors.) I think very standard stuff. Cumshots, Anal, Furry, sometimes Hentai, but mostly amateur things ... Our other hiccup is playing with black men together all to do with a female dog's anus. And I mean everything. Best part of being a veterinarian is when I should be doing rectal exams, enemas, speculum exams,
manual disimpactions, and colonoscopies on female dogs, not to mention expressing glands. Some may find that disgusting, but the anal glandular smell of an intact bitch is incredibly erotic to me. as for the actual ''products'' well some smell nice, while others stink. that part depends on the diet rather than whether the bitch is intact, but
the anal gland odor is highly dependent on intact. A changed bitch will have a strong offputting puppy-like smell (if you ever had to express anal glands of a puppy you know what I mean.) adult intact bitches smell pretty good. Mate it's really hard to focus as you imagine, with an erection to hide while doing that stuff, but it was worth it.
Love cum shots and use cum as a lubricant to masturbate along, especially stallion cum! Eating pussy while on her period! I'm down for most things, but when it comes scat/minors I stay very very far away from that lol. If I had to name some things off the top of my head, furry/fur suit, piss, socks, musk, incest, and so on. I really like
sub/stupid (I'm a sub), double penetration, just in fisting, and bdsm, and anything to do with male animals has anything to do with a female dog's anus. And I mean everything. Best part of being a veterinarian is when I should be doing rectal exams, enemas, speculum exams, manual disimpactions, and colonoscopies on female dogs, not
to mention expressing glands. Some may find that disgusting, but the anal glandular smell of an intact bitch is incredibly erotic for as for the actual ''products'' well some smell nice, while others stink. that part depends on the diet rather than whether the bitch is intact, but the anal gland odor is highly dependent on intact. A changed bitch
will have a strong offputting puppy-like smell (if you ever had to express a puppy anal glands you know what I mean.) adult adult bitches smell good. Mate it's really hard to focus as you imagine, with an erection to hide while doing that stuff, but it was worth it. I need to expand that to say female (not primates) animal buttholes in general.
Dogs especially of course, but most female animals have some very sexy buttholes. Mare doughnuts are also delicious, and of course, lioness butts are delicious. at least the one I experienced was anyway. Tonnes! I don't like much less nods than Im in: (Im gay btw) piss, feet, scat, ripe/sweaty men, arm pits, sleep/surprise/anon fuck,
breeding, group, cumdump, stupid/slave, public, stealth, bathroom cam, gloryhole (that's new thanks to covid), farting, ... I'm sure im leaving some out lol I'm curious about what people here want! I know zoo will be very popular lol, but whatever others porn type you want I've come to learn that zoophilia is not a kink, but a sexuality.
Bestiality is closer to what you would call a kink. My kinks include public masturbation public nudity peeing and piss playing, and lactation fursuits and furries are my weakness human female feet toes, piss, period sex period drinking, tampon pads applicator play, scat, butt to the mouth, nose picking licking in noses and eating boogers
maybe I shouldn't say it, but well it gets me off, breastfeeding I still breastfeed my family, all consensual incest is my favorite closer to the relationship the better some other also Enough, but nothing we list here pm Incest, girls feet, shotacon ... I'm Into: Kissing Wanking Sucking Riming Fucking (Fresh) Feet AB/DL Cum Underwear (Slips)
Speedos Scally/Sportswear Milking Fisting Piss/Scat Smeg Light Bondage Light Ball Busting Outside Sounding Tattoos Piercings Gay saunas Gay sex clubs and more I can't be on this list haha cuckolding, peeing and consens mom-son incest. Page 2 Outdoor porn of all kinds, jerk circles - especially outside in the middle of nature.
Consensual incest - especially mother/son, brother/sister, brother/brother and nephew/nephew. Anal porn of both sexes - especially anal orgasms. Squirting orgasms. All creampies - oral, anal and vaginal. Men being milked. Gloryhole tables and gloryholes in general. Give/receive footpaths. Watching guys who are hands free give
themselves footjobs and cum. Autofellatio. Underwater cumshots - especially in nature (sea, river or lake). Uncut cocks, sometimes with smegma. Mild scat porn - like in watching someone make a mess, but no more than that! There is something so hot about watching that hole expand widely and give birth to something. But I think I also
have the same effect of looking at a vegetable all the way in their back door, then 'rebirth' it. My favorite types of zoo are lickjobs to the point of orgasm, hot twinks and jocks getting knotted (not yet good vids of hot girls get knotted), mares (and other other vaginas) becoming creampied, stallions get wanked off. There are far too few vids of
horses giving blowjobs! Anal Shemale Gay older women public gloryholes Lesbian zoo dogs I love Incest, audience, cuckold, age play Incest the closer the relationship the better, public masterbation, public nudity, vomit, I enjoy watching breastfeeding also Fur, shemales and Anal must convince shemales well, beautiful face etc I'm in
some hairy yiff and vore Inzest and perverted hot younger boys. (Like 18-25ish) My list is pretty much the same as Bianca883 plus serd/vixen relationship dynamic. human female feet toes, piss, period sex period drink, tampon pads applicator play, scat, butt on the mouth, nose picking licking in noses and eating boogers maybe I shouldn't
say, but well it gets me off, I breastfeed still breast-feeding my family, all consensual incest is my favorite closer to the relationship the better some other also Wow my kind of wife, I love incest never really done, but I fucked my cousin once (She's really more like my sister in a certain way) I also love all that dirty game and would love to
breastfeed when making love. I'd like to be locked up in a kennel and treated like a dog. I enjoy receiving water sports orally straight from the tap, I have a huge foreskin fetish, am mesmerized by uncut cock that is two or three days unwashed, enjoy swallowing all cum, want groups of men (two and four legs) to copulate with my mouth,
even better if it's a father and son or brothers and their dogs, am still deep waiting to taste a horse cock. Love the smell of men, but only interested in genitals, never in ass. BBW, crossdressing,, clutch. For starters. Wow. where to start. I got a lot of nods. As a bi man, it spans both men and women. One of my favorite nods, if you call it
that, are Hairy Women. Espcicially arm pit her. BBW/SSBBW Pis play. (look at others piss, men or women. Golden showers really exalt me. Men kiss each other Crossdressers/drag queens/transsexuals men to women only. Interacial sex. Big black cocks. Sucked a few through a glory hole. Real incest. Only grown-up, of course. Don't like
the fake incest stuff though. Spanking, caning (women only). Those are just a few of my nods. I love water sports, incest, and BDSM, and audience play. Here's just a few Paws Feet Furry (mostly gay) Domination/submission Bondage (hairy and only human) I'm a predator, and a dominant, and have somewhat sadistic tendencies, haha if
that makes sense. I'm a fan of humiliation and getting peed on. I've fantasized chained to a pole while a pack of wild wolves pee on me and I just have to sit in it. In the human world, frat brothers drank from their ass using my face as a urinal would also be hot. there is no kink or sex act that I haven't entertained at least once. I have a huge
fetish, whether it's human, horse or dog... I just can't get it butt action. Wow. where to start. I got a lot of nods. As a bi man, it spans both men and women. One of my favorite nods, if you call it that, are Hairy Women. Espcicially arm pit her. BBW/SSBBW Pis play. (look at others piss, men or women. Golden showers really exalt me. Men
kiss each other Crossdressers/drag queens/transsexuals men to women only. Interacial sex. Big black cocks. Sucked a few through a glory hole. Real incest. Only grown-up, of course. Don't like the fake incest stuff though. Spanking, caning (women only). Those are just a few of my nods. I had forgotten about hairy women, I once had a
girlfriend with hairy nipples and I loved them, Since I have always let my S O know that not picking is ok by me, but little will, I also love the armpit fur as she is willing to grow it. I'm curious about what people here want! I know zoo will be very popular lol, but what others porn type you want Love the bondage porn when the woman is tied
up and gets her toys used on her until shes begs for mercy lol Well apart from the obvious let's look... Incest Dp Gangbang I'm bi so into girls too! Public My orgasm is controlled Light bandage Abit of anal Can be pretty submissive I'm sure there's more, but that's what comes to mind atm Incest DP Gangbang MMF/FMF trio's Watersports
Creampies Sloppy Seconds Straight Shota Well apart from the obvious let's see... Incest Dp Gangbang I'm bi so into girls too! Public My orgasm is controlled Light bandage Abit of anal can be pretty submissive I'm sure there's more, but that's what comes to mind atm I'm loving the idea of a little light bandage it's not a bitch when spell
check takes over and something wonderful slips through the net. You got some nice nods there Ellierose. Ellierose, I don't know what to do.
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